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Abstract
When we want to opposite excessive exploitation of some species of wood in the tropics, it is important to characterize
unknown woods with intention of their valorization. This is most urgent than in the majority of these countries, only
some species are highly exploited and the species less valorized are destroyed during the researches of known species in
the forests. ENGREF-FCAP ‘’flying wood’’ method is an alternative to classify unknown woods according to their
drying. This method permits us to evaluate deformations of wood sample during a dissymmetrical drying and to estimate
also evolution of their drying kinetic. The radius of the curvature of samples and drying kinetic permit us to compare the
attacks of the drying air conditions on the samples. When these attacks are capable to destroy the quality of wood, a
review of these conditions permits to want favorable conditions until we obtained the drying table of unknown woods.
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1. Introduction

2. Experimental Material and Method

Tropical forests have a diversity species of woods often wrong
exploited. Only some species have most exploited when the
others (the majority) are destroyed for the simple wood
heating. For the case of Cameroon, more than 300 species of
wood are observed where 3 species (sapelle, obeche and azobe)
represent 70% of the total production. For example in 2001, on
the 247769 m3 of total rough imber exporting of Cameroon,
125845 m3 of rough imber represent only obeche [1]. A reason
of this most exploitation of these species is the fact that obeche
species shows a same behavior than temperate species [2]. It is
important to increase the studies on the woods unknown or not
exploited in order to optimize forest management and to
increase economic profits. As masonry clay bricks [3], wood
can be utilized like insulating materials.

This method uses a non-symmetrical and unidirectional drying,
migration of water on the sample is only possible on the above
face, the five others faces are isolated with aluminum leaf. The
choice of the non-symmetrical is doing with the desire to
reduce the crack during the tests. Figure 1 below gives a
comparison between a non-symmetrical drying used in this
method and classical drying calling conventional. We note that
in the non-symmetrical method, behaviors of the sample are
opposite according to each phase of the drying. In the second
phase, the principal face is on the tension and at the end of
drying this face is on the compression. At the end of drying
(when water content of the sample is equal equilibrium water
content in the conditions of the drying), the sample returned in
the initial state. In fact, in the first period of drying, all parts of
the wood are in the non-hygroscopic phase and without
modification are observed on the sample. The first
modifications become when water content of surface of the
wood is inferior of the water at the fiber saturation point. The
tension of the sample increases until wood is in the non
hygroscopic domain. When the water content is superior of the
water at the fiber saturation point, the tension decreases and the
radius of the curvature decreases also until the value zero.

ENGREF FCAP ‘’flying wood’’ method is a tool developed at
the ‘’Ecole Nationale de Génie Rural, des Eaux et des Forêts’’
(ENGREF) of Nancy (France) which permits a continuously
measures of the wood drying kinetic. In this communication,
we have presented this method in the objective to characterize
unknown woods and to construct their drying table.
Experiments are doing on the frake wood (Terminalia
Superba).
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Fig.1: behavior of the sample during a “Flying Wood” test [4]

Then, the drying enters in the compressive domain until the
end of drying. Evolution of the radius of the curvature in this
domain is negative.
Table 1 below presents annual growth rings, anatomical
direction and dimension of the two samples used during
experiment.
Table 1: Used sampling collection

Species
and order
of test
Frake, first
test
Scales 3
Frake, 2nd
test
Scales 3
Frake, 2nd
test
Scales 4

Dimension
(cm)

Annual
growth rings

Anatomical
direction

15x10x0.5

‘’False’’
quartersawn

Radial

12x9.4x0.5

‘’False’’
quartersawn

Radial

12x9.4x0.7

‘’False’’
quartersawn

Radial

We have used sophistical apparatus of the laboratory of study
and research on the wood material (LERMAB). We have
showed experimental material in the figure 2. Different
apparatus are: one oven to maintain temperature and relative
humidity in the desire values, a cryothermostat to adjust the
values of temperature, a computer to visualize evolutions of
selected parameters during the experiment, HP central and
megohmmeter to ameliorate conversion between tension and
selected parameters. In the oven, we have put scales and
apparatus to measure respectively mass and deformation of the
sample during experiment, Figure 3.

Fig.2: Experimental apparatus of acquisition of the measures and
to fix relative humidity and temperature [2]

Fig.3: Scales and apparatus to measure the deformations of the
sample.
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Figure 4 shows the setting of the sample (in the oven) during
the first test.

3. Results and Discussion
3.1. Air conditions during the test
Figures 5 and 6 below show values of different temperature
(dry Ts, exterior Tr and humid Th) used during respectively the
test 1 and 2. In each test, relative humidity is equal to 59%. In
the first test, air drying conditions in the oven are constant. In
the second, we have reduced humid temperature after 20 hours
of drying. Thus, we used conditions of exterior air in the
tropical region of central Africa, the same conditions used
during a solar drying. In the second test, we study the influence
of the variation of temperature on the radius of the curvature
i.e. on the quality of the wood.

Fig.4: Fixed sample during the test

Table 2 below gives initial, final and anhydrous mass of the
samples. We used these values to deduce water content of the
sample during experiment. M is the mass of all the sample and
m is the mass of the one of two (j=1 or 2) part of the sample at
the end of experiment used to obtain rapidly the anhydrous
mass and to deduce water content. We have used three
samples, one during the first test (scales number 3 is used) and
two during the second test (scales number 3 and number 4).
During second test, we have used two samples with different
thickness (5mm and 7mm). Second test permits us to verify the
first test and to study the effect of variation of temperature and
thickness on the pile of wood.

Fig.5: Temperatures evolution in function of drying time during first test (HR=59%). Th: humid temperature; Ts: dry temperature; Tr:
exterior temperature.
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Fig.6: Temperatures evolution in function of drying time during second test. Th: humid temperature; Ts: dry temperature; Tr: exterior
temperature.
Table 2: Initial (i), final (f) and anhydrous (o) mass of the samples

Species and order of test

Mi(g)

Mf (g)

Number

mf (g)

mo (g)

Xfj (%)

Xf(%)

Mo(g)

1

4.188

3.854

8.667

8.429

30.859

2

4.108

3.797

8.429

1

3.123

2.858

9.272

9.286

26.902

2

3.326

3.043

9.30

1

5.494

4.978

10.366

10.472

32.590

2

5.676

5.133

10.579

Frake, first test
Scales 3
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33.3

Frake, second test
Scales 3

54.3

29.4

Frake, second test
Scales 4

59.5
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3.2 Results
We have take as parameter of deformation the radius of the
curvature. This radius permits to obtain the maximum of
curvature of each sample. Figure 7 shows temporal evolutions
of the radius of curvature and the water content of ours samples
with 5mm of thickness during the two tests. We note that
diminution of humid temperature cannot have a significative
influence on the evolution of the water content. But, if this
modification is important, it is possible to observe a great
variation of the evolution of water content. At the time of the
start of the drying of test 2, humid temperature is most
important, consequently, we note that drying kinetic and radius
increase when we reduced humid temperature. In the first test,
humid temperature is constant and evolution of radius is most
regular than the second test. During establishment of the drying

table, is most important to control the state of the wood plank
because it is possible to destroy the quality of the plank when
we want to accelerate the drying. After 60hours of the drying,
the radius of curvature becomes negatives. Figure 1 indicates
that it is in this moment that the compression of the sample
becomes until the end of the drying. We observe that, in the
start of the drying (before 20hours of the drying), the radius of
the two samples is not equal, nevertheless the conditions of air
are the same. According to us, the difference of initial water
content of the two samples is the reason. In effect, when wood
have most humidity, these elastic properties increase and the
radius becomes most important. Figure 7 shows that initially,
the sample in the first test has 130% of humidity when the
sample in the second test has 105% of humidity. We have with
satisfaction that the two samples present same final water
content.
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Fig.7: Radius of the curvature (R) and humidity (H) during the two tests for e=5mm.

Fig.8: Radius of the curvature (R) and humidity (H) during second test for e=5mm and e=7mm

In the same condition, we have put two samples in the oven
with the different thickness (5mm and 7mm). We have
obtained figure 8 above. We note that condition of air most
affect the sample that has a less thickness. Diminution of
humid temperature gives a hard drying and deformation of the
sample increases. Thus, the values of humid temperature have
a most influence on the mechanics of the wood that on her
drying kinetic. Figure 8 shows that when the thickness of the
wood decreases, his torsion increases. Consequently, if we
want to dry many planks together with different thickness of
the same species, it is important to use the conditions relative
of the plank who have a small thickness. On the figures 7 and
8, we note that the phase where drying kinetic is constant is
absent, because, the first phase of the drying is also absent [5].
In addition to the previous observation, we note that the torsion
of the wood becomes in the non-hygroscopic domain. It is true
that many researchers said that torsion becomes when the wood

is in the hygroscopic domain, but [6] indicates that it is
possible to observe the torsion of the wood in the nonhygroscopic domain.

4. Conclusion
In this paper, we have showed that ENGREF-FCAP ‘’flying
wood’’ method presents many characteristics whose we can
used to establish the drying table of many unknown tropical
woods species. Also, we can use this to ameliorate drying table
with integration of locality of origin of the tree which gives
wood. Effectively, we have obtained in this study that Frake is
easy to dry. In the conditions (dry temperature= 32°C, Humid
temperature between 20 and 30°C and Relative humidity
neighbouring that 59%), torsion of a plank of frake with 5 or
7mm of thickness is less than 1.75 mm.
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